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KINO Radio Airs History Minutes
In partnership with KINO Radio (1230 AM), OTM is airing History Minutes with the 
Old Trails Museum, a series of pre-recorded spots highlighting artifacts from the 
OTM Collections and encouraging listeners to visit the museum and see them in 
person.

KINO Radio began airing the spots on March 17 – alternating them every other 
week with wonderful spots from the Winslow Sweetland Community Garden – and 
will continue to do so through September on these days and times:

• Wednesday at 7:30 am, 12:00 noon, and 2:30 pm
• Thursday at 7:30 am, 10:30 am, and 2:30 pm
• Friday at 7:30 am, 12:00 noon, and 2:30 pm

The museum also posts images and descriptions of the artifacts on the OTM 
Facebook page on the Wednesday air dates. We will soon post short videos that 
combine the images and audio on the OTM YouTube Channel, so that the 
information is permanently available. 
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information is permanently available. 

The spots were created by OTM Director Ann-Mary Lutzick, who thanks Maree
McHugh for her production expertise and Loy Engelhardt of KINO Radio for this 
current opportunity, as well as for his ongoing support of the Old Trails Museum.

2021 Summer History Highlight
OTM will present our Summer History Highlight virtually on Saturday, July 24, at 2 
pm. Sativa Peterson, News Content Program Manager for the State of Arizona 
Research Library, will lead attendees through the free, interactive workshop 
Revealing History – A Look at Community Through Arizona’s Historical 
Newspapers.

Using headlines, editorials, political cartoons, and photojournalism, Peterson will 
introduce attendees to Arizona’s historical newspapers; to the publishers, editors, 
and journalists who helped establish news writing in the early days of Arizona 
statehood; and to some of the defining moments in state history that they covered, 
such as women’s suffrage and Prohibition. 

Peterson will also demonstrate how attendees can search and explore historical 
newspapers on their own using the Arizona Memory Project and Chronicling 
America websites. The registration link for this virtual program will be available on 
the OTM Website soon. 

A Winslow native and graduate of Winslow High School, Peterson went on to earn 
Master’s Degrees in Journalism from the University of California, Berkeley, and in 
Library and Information Science from the Pratt Institute. (Continued on Page 2)
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Summer History Highlight (cont.) 
Peterson (left) served as Project Director for the National Digital Newspaper 
Program grant from the National Endowment for the Humanities that allowed 
the Arizona State Library to continue digitizing historical newspaper collections.

The Summer History Highlight is made possible in part by an Arizona 
Humanities grant that is funding multiple Revealing History online workshops. 
OTM is grateful to Arizona Humanities for providing us with the opportunity to 
offer presentations in a safe and engaging way. 

Winslow Arts Trust Collaborations
OTM thanks the Winslow Arts Trust for currently hosting several of our 
exhibits and our new video in the WAT Museum. Now on display in the Entry 
Lobby, Flying through History: The Winslow-Lindbergh Regional Airport
explores the history of our local airport from its celebrated beginnings through 
the present day.

The exhibit is complemented by OTM’s Ford Tri-Motor plane model – donated 
by WHS Lifetime Members Roberta Gilman and Robert Wilson – which 
boasts a 40” wingspan and decals that designate it as the Spirit of Los 
Angeles, which landed in Winslow during Transcontinental Air Transport’s 
inaugural cross-country flight.

OTM developed The Transcontinental Railroads in Winslow as a small 

From Flying Through History: The 
first jet to land at the Winslow airport 

was a Lockheed P-80 in 1948. 

OTM developed The Transcontinental Railroads in Winslow as a small 
companion exhibit to After Promontory: 150 Years of Transcontinental 
Railroading, a traveling exhibit on view at the WAT Museum through January 
2022. 

Developed by the Center for Railroad Photography and Art, After Promontory
“examines the significance and lasting impact of the transcontinental railroads 
on the American West” through historical and contemporary images by 
celebrated photographers.

Another small exhibit in the Entry Lobby highlights OTM’s 2021 historical 
calendar, Winslow Through the Decades. Now priced at $5, the calendar is 
available in the La Posada Trading Post and at OTM, the Arizona 66 Trading 
Company, On the Corner Gifts, and the Winslow Visitors Center. You can also 
order it through the OTM Online Store, with $2 added for shipping.

Also featured in the Entry Lobby is A Brief History of Winslow, Arizona, OTM’s 
new video illustrating the city’s major historical themes using historic images 
and contemporary footage. The video is also posted on the La Posada Hotel 
Website as well as the OTM Website and YouTube Channel. 

On a related note, the Life Along the River: Ancestral Hopi at Homol’ovi exhibit 
continues at the WAT Museum through January 2022, thanks to the 
generosity of the exhibit’s creators at the Arizona State Museum in Tucson. 

The exhibit – which tells the story of the people who lived nearby in seven 
villages along the Little Colorado River in the 1300s – is hosted in Winslow by 
a partnership between Homolovi State Park, the WAT Museum, and OTM, in 
cooperation with the Hopi Cultural Preservation Office. The 2021 Historical Calendar

A mid-1950s airmail  delivery 
from “Flying Through History” 

A diesel locomotive in 1971 from 
“Transcontinental Railroads in Winslow” 
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After a five-month closure due to the global pandemic, OTM reopened on August 4, 
2020, Tuesdays through Saturdays from 11 am to 3 pm. Until recently we asked 
visitors to make a reservation; now if visitors arrive at our front door during open 
hours, they simply ring the doorbell or call us at 928-289-5861. If the museum is not 
at our capacity of six visitors at one time, their visit begins! 

We still ask that visitors wear properly-fitting face masks (provided if needed), stay 
at least six feet apart from other groups of visitors, and visit us another time if they 
are experiencing any symptoms of COVID-19. 

If visitors prefer to plan ahead, they can leave us a voicemail and we’ll call back to 
schedule a visit, or they can reserve a time on the OTM Facebook page. We hope 
to see you soon!

Old Trails Journal

OTM Visitation Update

OTM Program Roundup
OTM presented our Fall and Spring History Highlights through the Virtual AZ 
Speaks program from Arizona Humanities. On December 5, 2020, the museum 
hosted The Ballad of Arizona – a blend of music, video, and lecture similar to A 
Prairie Home Companion but with an Arizona twist – for sixty online attendees.

Scholars Jay Craváth and Dan Shilling presented chapters from the state’s 
unique cultural and natural history, including the Buffalo Soldiers, dude ranches, 
the Code Talkers, forester Aldo Leopold, Japanese-American Internment, famous 
cattle drives, and the assassination of reporter Don Bolles.

A Geary print and pump organ on 
display at OTM and featured in  

KINO spots (see Page 1)

cattle drives, and the assassination of reporter Don Bolles.

On April 24, Dr. Robin Pinto presented The New Deal and the Civilian 
Conservation Corps in Arizona: Connections to Our Historic Landscapes to 
twenty-seven online attendees. Pinto, who studies the evolution of cultural 
landscapes in Arizona, explored the history of the Great Depression and how 
Arizonans responded to its challenges. Through the New Deal, they left a built 
legacy still visible in our landscapes, buildings, and communities – including 
Winslow. 

Several years ago, also with funding from Arizona Humanities, Pinto joined a 
group of historians to develop The New Deal in Arizona: Connections to Our 
Historic Landscape, a printed map that describes more than fifty heritage tourism 
sites around the state with New Deal-era buildings, landscapes, and remnants. 

The University of Arizona Libraries has since created a website of the same name 
that shares the map, photographs, site descriptions, and directions to these 
historic projects, many of which are still in use today. 

On January 23, and in collaboration with the other Winslow partners, OTM hosted 
a virtual presentation to complement the Winslow run of the Life Along the River: 
Ancestral Hopi at Homol’ovi exhibit (see Page 2). Dr. E. Charles Adams, director 
of the Homolovi Research Program from 1985 to 2017, presented New 
Knowledge from Old Sites: Hopi at Homol’ovi to forty online attendees. 

Adams discussed how that research revealed a timeline for the area, the 
relationships among its inhabitants, and the importance of the river in their life 
ways. A recording of his presentation is now posted on both the Arizona State 
Museum and OTM YouTube Channels for permanent viewing. 

Dr. Robin Pinto

From the cover of the exhibit 
catalog written by Dr. Adams

The New Deal map cover
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OTM Supporter Spotlight

Roth at the 2017 Hubbell Centennial 

The Winslow Historical Society extends its sympathies to the family of Todd 
Roth, who passed away on November 2, 2020, at the age of 78. 

Roth moved to Winslow in 2007 for retirement and quickly became a valued 
member of the community. A gifted photographer, he took images at community 
and school happenings that frequently ran in the Navajo-Hopi Observer, along 
with his write-ups of the events. 

Whenever there was an OTM program, Roth offered his photos for our use as 
well. In a remarkable extension of that generosity, he donated his photographic 
archive and copyright to the museum, which include his published images.

We will be forever grateful for Roth’s ongoing support of the museum. He was 
always a friendly presence in our town, and he will be missed. 

The Winslow Historical Society “hosted” our yearly business meeting via the 
2020 Annual Meeting Mailer, which provided instructions for members to elect 
the new WHS Board. Respondents were entered into a door-prize drawing, and 
Debbie Roberts and David Kronick won the La Posada and Motor Palace gift 
baskets, respectively.

As a result of the election, we thank departing members Curtis Hardy and Alex 
Monsegur for their service, and we welcome new and re-upping members and 
officers Linda Chambers-Lazzarini (President), Docia Blalock (Vice-
President), Gale Jones (Treasurer), Carol Gilliam (Secretary), Becky Roberts with her prize

Each spring, OTM prepares attendance numbers from the prior year to report to 
Winslow City Council. Visitation was greatly impacted by the global pandemic, 
with the museum hosting only 729 visitors during our seven open months in 2020 
(versus 3,900 in 2019). Though the majority of public programs were cancelled, 
OTM did host 125 attendees at the Homol’ovi exhibit opening in January and 60 
online attendees at our virtual Fall History Highlight. 

On the plus side, visitation at our off-site exhibits – Journeys to Winslow at the 
Skylark Courtyard, A Hubbell Trading Post History at the Winslow Visitors Center, 
and Journeys to Winslow and Homol’ovi at the WAT Museum – actually increased 
to 10,345 in 2020. People also explored Winslow’s history through our online 
outlets, including the OTM Website (20,499 visits), OTM Facebook page (1,076 
followers), and OTM Collections on the Arizona Memory Project (4,592 views). 

OTM is grateful to welcome two new volunteers to collections work. When David 
Andreasen moved in April (see Page 5), Anne Doyle of Flagstaff volunteered to 
take over the essential position of Collections Specialist. A WHS Board member 
from 2015 to 2018, Doyle has a Master’s Degree in Museum Studies and has 
worked with museums and cultural non-profits for almost thirty years. 

Laura Stone, also of Flagstaff, is creating indexes for the OTM Oral History 
Collection. Stone has Master’s Degrees in History and in Library and Information 
Science. She worked for Arizona Humanities and the Arizona State Library, where 
she retired as Administrator of the State of Arizona Research Library in 2019.

From the Museum Floor

President), Gale Jones (Treasurer), Carol Gilliam (Secretary), Becky 
Kolomitz, Lori Bentley Law, Larrilynn Oso, Toya Rubi, and Harold Soehner.

Collections Specialist Anne Doyle

Roberts with her prize

Oral History Volunteer Laura Stone
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Thoughts from the Director

Old Trails Journal Winslow Historical Society 
2021 Board of Directors

President
Linda Chambers Lazzarini

Vice-President
Docia Blalock

Treasurer: Gale Jones

Secretary: Carol Gilliam

Directors
Becky Kolomitz
Lori Bentley Law

Larrilynn Oso
Toya Rubi

Harold Soehner

OTM Director: 
Ann-Mary Lutzick

WHS Special Memberships
(from Winslow unless noted)

Lifetime Members
• Allan Affeldt
• David Andreasen (Honorary)
• Robin & Teresa Boyd 
• Kevin Brannick: Sedona
• Marsha & Mike Childers
• Robert Dixon: Phoenix
• Anne Doyle & James Holeman: 
Flagstaff
• Roberta Gilman & Robert Wilson: 
Santa Barbara, CA
• Dave & Ann Hartman 

and acting as OTM’s tech guy, handyman, resident artist, and most active 
substitute volunteer. His contributions cannot be overstated, and OTM is better off 
because of him. Though I miss Dave, I’m so glad that he is settled and happy in 
his new home. Here is an excerpt from his farewell letter to the WHS Board, and 
the full version is linked on the OTM Website’s “Board & Staff” page. 

“Volunteering at OTM was never like work, or at least I never considered it work. It 
is something else that I can’t quite explain. It was (and is) community involvement. 
It connected me to Winslow in ways I never expected, and I was also able to meet 
visitors from around the world, a life-enriching experience. The physical 
organization of collections materials – the main focus of my volunteering – was 
more than something I just did; it was a rewarding challenge, accepted and met. 
And being connected to OTM was a life-changing experience: a form of 
entertainment, a social activity, mental engagement, frustrating challenges to 
overcome, thinking outside of the box (or boxes) . . enjoying the company of all 
the other volunteers … and making friends. I feel privileged. I simply can’t list it all. 

This past April, OTM said goodbye to our longtime 
volunteer Collections Specialist, David Andreasen, 
who moved back home to Florida to be closer to 
family (right). Dave arrived, ready to volunteer, in 
2011, soon after I started as director and just in time 
to take on the overwhelming project of physically 
organizing our collections. But his help to me went 
far beyond that, teaching me new computer skills 

Winslow Historical Society ● 2021 Membership Form
(All contact information is kept private by the Old Trails Museum.)

Name: _________________________________________________________________

Mailing Address: ________________________________________________________

Phone & E-mail: _________________________________________________________

Membership Level: _______________________________________________________

Join or renew via the OTM Online Store at oldtrailsmuseum.square.site OR
Enclose this form with check payable to “Winslow Historical Society” and mail to:

Old Trails Museum, 212 N Kinsley Ave, Winslow, AZ 86047

Student Membership (max age 22): $5 for biannual newsletter, special member events, 
10% discount in the OTM Store
Individual Membership: $15 for biannual newsletter, special member events, 10% 
discount in the OTM Store
Family/Group Membership (up to 4 people): $30 for biannual newsletter, special 
member events, 10% discount in the OTM Store
Patron Membership: (1 to 2 people): $100 for Basic Benefits plus calendar, newsletter 
and website recognition
Benefactor Membership (1 to 2 people): $250 for Basic Benefits plus calendar, 
newsletter and website recognition, choice of historic photograph
Lifetime Membership (1 to 2 people): $500 for Basic Benefits plus calendar, newsletter 
and website recognition, choice of historic photograph, autographed copy of Winslow

With you, we have a future; without you, we’re history!

• Mary Heldt: Chandler
• Randy Hummel (Honorary)
• Jan & Maria Elena Keiser: Corte 
Madera, CA
• Tess & Lawrence Kenna
• Darlene Kennedy & Robert Zaccaria
• Brian & Lori Law
• Johana Lee: Pinetop
• Dan & Ann-Mary Lutzick
• Peggy & Denny Nelson
• Armand & Anita Ortega: Sedona
• Bert Peterson
• Mario & Ma Dimpna Rodriguez: San 
Bernardino, CA
• Joe & Doris Rohr: Burkesville, KY
• Toya Rubi
• Paul Ruscha: Los Angeles
• John L. Scott
• Cynthia Seginski & Charlie Walker: 
Scottsdale
• Sean & Gerri Sullivan: Evanston, WY

2021 Patron Members
• Maureen Brennan: Univ. Heights, OH
• Joan Harden & John Suttman
• Alison Kolomitz
• Roger & Donna Muhlenkamp: Flagstaff
• Sativa Peterson: Phoenix
• Julian Peterson: McKinney, TX
• John Sears & Barbara Felix: Parks
• George & Adele Shaw: Grand 
Junction, CO
• Doris Tyler: Show Low
• Winslow Chamber of Commerce

the other volunteers … and making friends. I feel privileged. I simply can’t list it all. 
Winslow (and Arizona) is the only place other than my home state of Florida I’ve 
ever felt homesick for. I miss you all, David Andreasen” 



The Old Trails Museum is owned and operated by the Winslow Historical Society, a 
501(c)(3) nonprofit corporation. 

The Old Trails Museum is funded primarily by the City of Winslow, with additional 
support from memberships, donations, and sales. We welcome donations of cash as 
well as of equipment, supplies, and services. 

Become a member to enjoy Old Trails Journal, invitations to special member events, and 
10% off in the OTM Store on Navajo and Hopi arts and crafts, regional history books, 
and our annual historical calendars.

Please join us in our efforts to keep the Old Trails Museum thriving. With you, we have a 
future; without you, we’re history!

Support the Old Trails Museum

The Old Trails Museum is open Tuesdays through Saturdays from 11 am to 3 pm. 
Admission is free. Photography, group tours, and research appointments are welcome. 

OTM is located in the heart of Winslow’s historic downtown business district and across 
the street from the Standin’ on the Corner Park. There is free parking downtown, and our 
exhibits are wheelchair accessible.

Housed in the 1921 First National Bank building and listed on the National Register of 
Historic Places, OTM has retained the original marble-faced counters, mosaic tile floor, 
and vault, which provide a historic backdrop for the museum’s exhibits and collections.

Our Mission: Founded in 1997, the Winslow Historical Society receives, preserves, and 
interprets information and artifacts representing the history and cultures of the Winslow 
area, in order to engage and enlighten all visitors to the Old Trails Museum’s exhibits 
and programs.

Visit the Old Trails Museum

OTM is also online 
on Facebook and the 

Arizona Memory Project.

ADDRESS
212 N Kinsley Ave

Winslow, AZ  86047

PHONE
928-289-5861

E-MAIL
info@oldtrailsmuseum.org

WEBSITE
www.oldtrailsmuseum.org

ONLINE STORE
oldtrailsmuseum.square.site

212 N Kinsley Ave
Winslow, AZ  86047

Company Name
Street Address
City, ST  22134


